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detectors are great, and a very decent price. I only really have two cons. The first one is, you have to buy the bulbs, and a new one costs $70. The
other con is it takes a week to get out to the scene, and it could take the weekend to get out there. So, by the time you get out there, the crime has
already happened, and then you have to wait a week to get out to the scene again. So, it's not really very cost effective to the police department,
nor is it very cost effective for the public. TEAM SOURCE The people who do these portable kiosks are called togo teams. ABOUT THE BOT
Nick's Team's Bio: LADOT togo stands for LADOT TacOfficer, and they are field-equipped officers who used to be traffic cops and can now

use high-tech devices to make your experience during a crime much safer. They can do things like using their laser devices to see where the
shooter was standing, how far the shooter was from the victim, and even the type of gun the shooter was using. The reason Nick's Team chose
togo kiosks is because they can get out to a crime scene quickly and safely, whereas other people are not able to. So, by choosing togo, we can

have a large impact in the time it takes for these crimes to be solved. They are worth it! We all know how dangerous it is to be out in the streets,
and we all want to help to make it a little bit safer. By choosing togo, we can have a large impact in the time it takes for these crimes to be

solved. It's worth it! Nick's Team's Blog: Nick's Team is here to help others with their community policing programs! Check our site out, and
you'll be able to find the knowledge you need to make your community safer.About 13.8 million Americans in need of assistance for rent, food,
utilities, and more have been cut off from assistance by the Trump administration’s tightened rules that we reported on in August. Many of the
victims are, or are about to be, locked out of housing with nowhere else to go and running out of money for basic needs. The below maps from
Human Rights Watch show the key areas where assistance has been reduced under the proposed rule that took effect August 23, 2017. The rule
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